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THATCHER: WHY HATE HER?

Tubeworker is produced by Tube workers and published by Workers’ Liberty, an organisation fighting as part of the labour movement for a
socialist alternative to both capitalism and Stalinism, based on common ownership and democracy.

We want one democratic, fighting union for all railworkers. We reject artificial divisions between workers of different grades. We oppose racism,
sexism, homophobia and all prejudice that divides us. Only our bosses benefit from a divided workforce.

Thatcher: love her or hate her?  Tubeworker would definitely say ‘hate her’.  But the latest Meryl Streep film is in danger of
resurrecting her as a national treasure or women’s rights champion.  So, we thought we’d better look back over her record in

politics and impact on the lives of working class people.

Unemployment. Up to four million
were thrown out of work during

Thatcher’s time as PM (1979-1990) due to
her policy of keeping unemployment high to
suppress wages and dismantling industries,
(e.g. mining) to weaken the unions.

Homelessness.  The homeless population
increased by 38% between 1984 and 1989,
partly as a result of her policy of
encouraging people to buy council houses,
which took social housing beyond access of
people
who needed it.

Inequality.  By 1996, the richest 10% of
families with three children were over
£21,000 a year richer than 1979; a family
with three children in the bottom 10% was
£625 a year poorer.

This all flowed
from her commitment
to let capitalism rule
without restriction.
She cut tax for the
rich.  She deregulated
the banking sector by
changing the rules of
the London Stock Exchange in 1986 (paving
the way for the recent economic crash).  She
introduced the free market into the NHS and
education. She privatised industries and
services, boasting in 1986, ‘Privatisation is
on the move...The policies we have
pioneered are catching on in country after
country’

She dubbed the leaders of major unions as
‘the enemy within’ because they were an
obstacle to her goal of unfettered capitalist
rule.  Her political mission and most lasting
legacy was breaking the power of the
unions, through engineered, set-piece battles
against the miners and the printers, for
example.   She gave the bosses all the
political backing they needed.   In 1986,

when Rupert Murdoch
sacked an entire
unionised print
workforce to replace
them with cheaper labour
in Wapping, a year-long
battle began, with the
police using repressive
tactics they had perfected
during the 1894 miners’ strike.

Her raft of anti-union legislation crippled
the union movement from striking
effectively.  We cannot strike
‘politically’(i.e for a cause, e.g. against
privatisation); in solidarity (cannot support
another group of workers who are in
dispute) and must jump through legal hoops
to conform to the law.  As a result, strikes on
BA, Network Rail, and London
Underground have been
injuncted in the courts in recent years.

The Falklands War waged primarily to
boost her poll ratings; the Poll Tax, a form
of council tax paid per person which
disproportionately hurt the poor; Section 28,
which demonised homosexuality by banning

its mention in schools; her tea parties with
the Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet.... all
form a picture of her politics.  But nothing
can really describe the hopelessness felt by a
generation of working class youth growing
up in the Thatcher years.

The most insulting claim is that Thatcher
was a champion for women’s rights.
 Veterans of the Miners’ support groups and
Women Against Pit Closures have recently
said: ‘We contend that the real ‘Iron Ladies’
are the women of the coalfields who defied
Thatcher’s Government for a whole year
during the 84/85 strike’ while ‘Thatcher
mobilised every arm of the state against
striking miners and coalfield women who
were defending their jobs, their children’s
futures and their communities’.  Thatcher
rolled back decades of gains working class
women had won in social provision, decent
wages and freedom from right wing
moralism.  She did not benefit working class
women.  As in every aspect of politics, she
only benefited the capitalist class she aimed
to serve.  Sound like our political leaders
today?

Thatcher pursued a policy of deliberate mass unemployment



TRAVEL WATCH

A  recent TV program broadcast the results of
a survey into London Underground

conducted by London Travelwatch, the Statutory
body for transport in London.  It concluded ticket
offices were almost always closed and too few
staff were available.  Passengers have even
approached LU staff to tell them that the program
echoed their views, showing how we benefit
from building alliances with passengers.

There are rumours that LU is thinking of
creating more station staff positions.  We cannot
rely on LU’s good will.  We must re-build the
campaign for station staff, including backing and
lobbying Ken Livingstone as the Mayoral
election approaches.

www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices

OSN 101: PRESSURE ON!

OSN 101 recategorised platforms so that
drivers no longer need assistance from

station staff.  RMT is boycotting this unsafe,
staff-cutting measure.

At times, train ops have found it tricky to
carry out the boycott as some supervisors have
told drivers they are too busy to assist.

Maybe Line Controllers and SS's involved
are RMT members who don’t understand
some drivers’ point.  Maybe some grades
don’t feel able to support drivers in boycotting
OSN 101 because only drivers were balloted.

All grades need more information.  Drivers
need a confidence boost.  Advice should be
issued to ASLEF drivers too, as their union
has gone along with this policy so far.

We’ve recently seen a pattern of unions
decelerating after taking initial action, such as
being told not to accept the new 'Defective in
Service Manuals' but then going quiet.  We
need to keep the pressure on!

www.workersliberty.org/rulebok

BONUS TIME!

I t was lovely to see we reached the target for
this quarter’s Customer Satisfaction Bonus.
A coincidence that management want us to

accept an Olympic bonus based on the same
manipulative, unfair system?

www.workersliberty.org/perform-manage

PROMOTION OUT OF REACH

T ubeworker was surprised SS3 posts
advertised.  We thought that grade was

gone (and good riddance, as it's a lower-paid

SS grade requiring the same licence).  LU
have snuck it back in on the ex-Silverlink
stations on the north Bakerloo Line.

Promotion is welcome – but we like the job
to actually exist!  These ones didn't.  When
challenged, management claimed they were
just testing interest.

LU staff have been messed around too
much over promotion.  It’s dangled in front
of us like honey on your elbow - you can see
and smell it, but never quite taste it.

Promotion chances are a big reason to fight
LU’s mooted attacks to SS jobs.

www.workersliberty.org/promotion

£61K?

A ccording to the Evening Standard, LU
train drivers earn £61 thousand a year,

which must come as news to most train drivers!
Sloppy journalists have discovered this ‘news’
by including pensions and benefits into the
wage.  Tory MPs were denouncing us when they
earn more and were caught fiddling expenses!

The Standard says it speaks for ‘hard working
tax payers’ who pay these wages.  Come off it!
It’s blatant class snobbery.  It’s OK for the
Standard’s billionaire owners to earn a fortune,
but if a working class person earns a decent
wage, you will condemn us for it.

www.workersliberty.org/pay

PASSES AND PENSIONS

On Tubelines, workers from pre-PPP
days have a free pass and TfL

pension, and post-PPP employees do not.
For years, Tubelines workers have fought
this inequality, which persists although
Tubelines is now in public hands.  The
more long-standing workers want pensions
equality because the more people pay in,
the bigger the pension pot.

Now Tubelines claims that it cannot
address the issue until after the Olympics
because of ‘uncertainty’ about Tubelines’
future.  This rings alarm bells, suggesting
possible re-privatisation is on the cards.

The bosses also want to delay the issue
until after we can use our industrial clout to
do something about it.   The unions should
insist on equal passes and pensions now!
And how about a bonus for the Olympics
too?

www.workersliberty.org/tubelines

LU staff were
gobsmacked

by the pathetic
£15 per shift
Olympic bonus
offer, which has now been upped to
£20.  RMT has knocked both offers
back.

It is attendance-based, so if you’re
sick or take summer annual leave for
childcare, you won’t get it all.  LU
even cheekily re-branded quarter 2
of our existing bonus scheme as part
of the Olympics package.

LU want a lot from their staff.
We’ll be working til 2 or 3am.  On
stations, moving shifts has created
gaps that take some stations below
minimum numbers.  They need us to
do overtime to keep stations open.

They want our good will but are
not willing to pay for it.  LU will
find themselves in dispute if they
don’t come up with adequate reward
soon.

Meanwhile, drivers are not happy
they are being bribed £500 to break
their train operators agreement (by
working overtime and making extra
trips in a shift).  Drivers in the RMT
and some in ASLEF have told
management they won’t do it,
refusing to throw away hard-won
conditions for a one-off bribe. It’s
good that some ASLEF members
have rejected what their ASLEF
officials negotiated.

LU are pocketing around £17
million from the Olympics
Authority.  The Games will earn
them extra revenue.  They are giving
themselves an Olympic reward,
rather than rewarding their staff.

On London Overground and DLR,
unions have reached an agreement.
On TfL, travel information staff
have been banned from booking
annual leave – and they haven’t been
offered a penny.  Cleaning staff are
calling for extra staff and extra pay.
Nothing has been offered yet, but
more members are joining the RMT,
so hopefully cleaning companies
will offer something soon.

We are one workforce.  All we
want is a decent bonus for workers
in all companies on London
Transport, without management
eroding our terms and conditions.

ONE
WORKFORCE:
ONE BONUS!

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates - www.workersliberty.org /twblog
We’re on Facebook too. Make Tubeworker Bulletin your FB friend!


